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The  electronic  Green's  function  contains  much  information,  much  more  than  the  mere
quasiparticle energies. For instance, by contracting the time variables, one obtains the density
matrix. Further contracting the space variables, one gets the electronic density. The density
matrix gives a direct access to many physical observables: the kinetic energy, the exchange
energy, the Hartree energy, the electric field, etc.

Using the GW approximation to the self-energy [1], we have obtained a compact expression
for the density matrix that we have named linearized GW density matrix [2]. It allows one to
obtain an improved density matrix  (and density)  directly  from “one-shot” calculations.  In
other words, it is meant as a cheap approximation to the self-consistent GW without actually
performing the self-consistency.

The approximation has been implemented in MOLGW [3], a Gaussian basis  GW code. The
performance of this approximation has been tested on a benchmark of 34 molecules. It gives
excellent  densities,  Hartree,  and  exchange  energies  [4],  better  than  quasiparticle  self-
consistent  GW (QSGW) [5]. When used to evaluate  the Fock operator,  the linearized  GW
density matrix improves the ionization potential for some simple molecules, such as N2, by as
much as 0.5 eV!

Figure 1: Error in the electronic density averaged over 34 small molecules for different
density matrices as a function of the starting mean-field approximation.
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